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Part 2: Can a Good God Create Evil? 
 

A. How should we assess the goodness of God? 

1. God will and must be judged by the same concept of goodness (and the same standard) 

that we use in ordinary, everyday life. 

a. The problem of evil assumes the ordinary standard of goodness when it presents evil 

as a problem for our concept of God. 

b. Humans being made in the image of God implies that we have been created to judge 

with the same concept of goodness as that by which God himself judges. 

i. Humans being morally depraved implies that human beings are capable of having 

their ability to judge by God’s standard of goodness skewed and perverted by 

their own proclivity to sin and unrighteousness. 

2. No act can be accurately judged to be evil (or to be good) unless it has been accurately 

and fully described. 

a. What act is being described by “cutting his abdomen open”? 

  an appendectomy? 

  a knife-assault by a mugger? 

  what? 

(different acts of “cutting open his abdomen” will receive different moral judgments) 

i. An accurate moral judgment with regard to an act requires an accurate 

description of that act. 

3. No act can be accurately judged to be evil (or to be good) unless one has rightly 

understood the role, authority, and prerogatives of the one doing the act. 

a. What is the right moral judgment on the act of “being sexually intimate with a 

woman”? 

i. It depends upon who the person is who is “being sexually intimate.” Is it the 

woman’s husband? Or, is it the woman’s adulterous neighbor? 

b. What is the right moral judgment on the act of “treating her as a child”? 

i. It depends upon who the person is who is “treating her as a child.”  Is it a little 

girl’s father? Or, is it a woman’s husband? 

4. No act of God can be accurately judged to be evil (or to be good) unless (1) it has been 

accurately and fully described, and (2) we have taken full account of who God is and 

what prerogatives he has. 

a. What is the right moral judgment on the act of “purposely causing an automobile 

accident”? 
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i. It depends upon who the person is who is “purposely causing the automobile 

accident.” Is it a murderer who is seeking to murder someone and make it look 

like an accident? Or, is it God? 

(A) When God causes the death of person P, he has not “murdered” person P. 

That would be an inaccurate description of God’s act. 

(1) God purposely ends every human being’s existence. It is his 

prerogative as the creator. One could never justly describe as “murder” 

God’s purposely taking a human being’s life. 

b. What is the right moral judgment on the act of God “causing person M to shoot 

person P to death”? 

i. It depends on how we describe what God did. Did God “kill” person P? Or, did 

God cause M to kill person P? Did God COMMIT a murder? Or, did God CREATE a 

murder? 

5. Committing an evil act and transcendently causing (creating) an evil act are NOT morally 

equivalent. 

a. (Assuming the narrative nature of reality) to evaluate the CREATION of an evil act, one 

must determine: 

i. Was the evil act necessary to the narrative of which it is a part? 

ii. Is the narrative it is a part of something that ought ever to have been created? 

b. To create evil is not the same thing as doing and being evil! One can create evil and 

yet be a good person. 

i. Note that the presence of evil characters and evil deeds in a novel do not entail 

that the novelist is evil. 

B. Is it evil for God to create evil? 

1. God need not be evil in order to have the resources to create evil. 

a. God created matter, yellow, etc. without being material, yellow, etc. 

b. With imagination, God can conceive of the antithesis of what he is. 

2. Is God to blame when he causes a creature to do evil? 

a. Transcendent causation has a different “logic” from ordinary causation. 

i. If God coerces Jack to do an evil act by force, he shares the (or, perhaps, is to) 

blame for Jack’s evil act. [ordinary causation] 

ii. If God creates Jack’s free choice to do an evil act, he shares none of the blame for 

Jack’s evil act. [transcendent causation] 

b. It is wrong to pass judgment upon God’s creative causation as if it were ordinary 

causation (and not transcendent causation). 

i. God, the transcendent author, is not culpable for the evil deeds his creatures do. 
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ii. Hence, God is not to blame for all the evil that humans do in this reality. His 

moral character cannot be judged thereby. 

3.  Is it evil for God to have created human beings to freely do evil?  

a. Divine determinism insists … 

i. On the narrative structure of reality. 

ii. God is to be judged by the moral quality of the grand, sweeping, overarching 

narrative he is creating.  

(A) And not by the outcome of any given creature’s existence. 

b. It is no more evil for God to have created evil human beings who do evil things than 

it is for a novelist to have created evil characters who do evil things. 

i. A “story” can be good (meaningful, significant, and WORTHY) even while it 

contains evil beings doing evil, ugly, harmful things. 

ii. The author of a story must be judged by the worthiness and goodness of the story 

as a whole.  

(A) If evil acts contained in the story contribute to the meaning and significance 

of the story, then their presence does not mean that the author is evil. 

c. If the Story is worthy, then anything God creates is “good” to the extent that it 

contributes meaningfully to the meaning and significance of the overarching Story. 

i. God can create a morally evil event without being evil insofar as the evil event he 

created contributes to a morally good story. 

(A) An evil deed within created reality does not necessarily make reality itself 

evil. 

ii. Whether what God creates is morally good is not rightly determined by whether 

any particular created being BENEFITS from it.  

(A) An ultimately harmful outcome to one of God’s creatures (e.g., Satan) does 

not make reality itself evil. 

4. Is it evil for God to have created the reality he did—with human beings doing the actual 

evil things that they do? 

a. We have no perspective from which we can rightly answer this question. 

i.  We would need to know the WHOLE STORY. 

b. If the Story is morally worthy and good, then God would nonetheless be evil if… 

i. He created unnecessary evil in reality. 

ii. He created excessive evil in reality. 
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C. How ought we to assess the worthiness of the Story (or of the stories within it)? 

1. The Story (and each individual storyline) of created reality is good, right, and worthy to 

the extent that it reflects something meaningful, significant, and true about its morally 

good author, God. 

a. The purpose of the story that God is creating, centered in me, is to bring “glory” to 

him, not to bring benefit to me. 

b. The goodness and worthiness of any storyline is NOT dependent upon whether its 

resolution benefits all the actors within the story. 

i. If one rejects this perspective on God and reality, then there is no answer to the 

problem of evil.  

(A) The nature and extent of evil in the world just is incompatible with God 

being good in the sense that he is a creator who desires to bring benefit to 

each and every one of his creatures. If that is how we insist on defining 

“good,” THEN GOD IS NOT GOOD. 

c. This is the most significant stumbling block within the biblical worldview. 

i. We strongly resist the idea that reality is absolutely theo-centric (God-centered) 

is in this way.  

(A) We naturally gravitate toward a creature-centric (and especially a me-

centric) perspective. 

 [Namely: If I do not benefit by my existence, then it is not good that God 

created me. If my “story” does not end well for me, where I ultimately 

benefit, then my story cannot be judged to be a “good” one.] 
 

Five Important Implications of the Most Obnoxious Truth of 

Biblical Divine Determinism 

 

• God did not create reality to bring benefit me; he created reality to reflect who he is. 

• By the very nature of who God is and what created reality is, God is fully within his 

rights to “use” me to fulfill whatever purposes he chooses. If those purposes are good, 

then God is good—regardless of whether the outcome is good for me.  

• The moral goodness of God is found in the moral goodness of the story of reality as a 

whole; it is not found in whether he brings benefit to me and mine. 

• Creating me does not obligate God to bring me benefit. God can be perfectly good and, at 

the same time, bring nothing but harm to me. 

• If I concede that God is under no obligation to benefit me, then, in the end, I will be given 

an end that benefits me. But if I insist that God is under obligation to benefit me, then, in 

the end, I will not be given an end that benefits me. 

 


